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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New Twist]

HODA KOTB: New twist. A criminal investigation now launched into those surprise flights
carrying migrants to Martha's Vineyard. Just ahead, the sheriff who says they were lured under
false pretenses. 

BEXAR COUNTY SHERIFF JAVIER SALAZAR: Somebody came from out of state, prayed
upon these people — [SCREEN WIPE] — lured them with the promise of a better life. 

KOTB: And the overnight response from Florida's governor not backing down. 

(....)

7:07:57 a.m.
2 minutes and 46 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News Investigation into Martha’s Vineyard Migrants]

KOTB: Another big story we’re covering on immigration. 

CRAIG MELVIN: Yeah. Hoda, good morning. And good morning to you as well. The battles
over immigration and the dozens of migrants sent from Texas to Martha's Vineyard last week.
Those battles are heating up this morning. Those unannounced flights are now the focus of a
criminal investigation. NBC’s Emilie Ikeda is here with the very latest on this one. Emilie, good
morning.

EMILIE IKEDA: Craig, good morning. Strong words from the county sheriff who says these
migrants flown to Martha's Vineyard were preyed upon. Meantime, the governors of Texas and
Florida vow to continue transporting migrants north as southern states experience a record influx
of illegal crossings. This morning, another twist in the rising tensions over immigration
throughout the country. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis may now be in hot water after a Texas
sheriff opened an investigation into that plane of migrants sent to Martha's Vineyard last week,
which DeSantis took credit for. Javier Salazar, a sheriff from Bexar County, Texas, says he
believes a Venezuelan migrant was hired to recruit another group of migrants who were flown
from Texas to Florida and to the wealthy enclave of Martha's Vineyard. 

SALAZAR: Our understanding is that a Venezuelan migrant was paid what we would call a bird
dog fee to recruit approximately 50 migrants from the area around a migrant resource center. 

IKEDA: The sheriff saying the migrants were brought there dishonestly. 



SALAZAR: I will use the word lured under false pretenses into staying at a hotel for a couple of
days and then eventually flown to Martha's Vineyard. They were promised work. They were
promised a solution to several of their problems. 

IKEDA: DeSantis, who took credit for arranging the flights, hitting back overnight. 

GOVERNOR RON DESANTIS (R-FL) [on FNC’s Hannity, 09/19/22]: It’s clearly voluntary and
all the other nonsense you're hearing is just not true. And why wouldn't they want to go given
where they were? They were in really, really bad shape. [SCREEN WIPE] I think we've been
able to show this border is a disaster. 

IKEDA: The attorneys for many of the migrants allege there were false promises made regarding
work opportunities, schooling and immigration assistance and that many were told they were
flying to Boston. It's part of a larger battle brewing over immigration ahead of the midterm
elections and 2024 presidential race, where DeSantis may be a contender. His migrant transport
following in the footsteps of Texas' governor, who has bussed thousands of migrants to cities like
Chicago, Washington, D.C., and New York in recent months. Governor DeSantis’s office also
said overnight on the investigation: “Immigrants have been more than willing to leave Bexar
County after being abandoned, homeless, and ‘left to find for themselves’ Florida gave than
opportunity to seek greener pastures in a sanctuary jurisdiction.” Craig, all part of an ongoing
battle over the border.

MELVIN: Ongoing indeed. Emilie Ikeda for us this morning. Emilie, thank you. 

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; Investigation into Martha’s Vineyard Migrants]

MELVIN: A Texas sheriff is investigating Florida's Republican Governor Ron DeSantis for
sending dozens of Venezuelan migrants to the affluent island of Martha's vineyard,
Massachusetts, last week. The sheriff says the migrants were recruited in his state under false
pretenses with promises of hotel rooms and jobs. He says they were then lured onto planes and
flown to Florida and then to Massachusetts. Governor DeSantis, who has been trying to highlight
the crisis at the southern border, says the flights gave the homeless migrants a chance to find
greener pastures.


